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 Augustin Paluel-Marmont and 
Michel Rovira, who first met at 
secondary school, are now in their 
early thirties. In 2005 they created a 
brand incorporating their own image 
which is creating quite a stir in the 
food industry. 
 
 “You don’t stand a chance against 
the heavyweights of the food industry”: a 
sentiment the two founders of Michel and 
Augustin have heard expressed on more 
than one occasion. But they were not 
deterred from launching the brand and 
making a success of it. Six years later, 
they have a thriving business with 
turnover of €10 million and they employ 
27 staff. 

 
 So what’s the recipe for their success? First of all, high-quality, healthy, gourmet food 
products, made in France using natural ingredients. But also a communications strategy that is 
perfectly aligned with the expectations of young workers. The two founders show no hesitation in 
participating in faux naive videos on YouTube and Facebook (where they have some 25,000 fans) to 
promote their products, going as far as imitating Michael Jackson and parodying George Clooney. 
This offbeat tone is echoed on their packaging, attracting consumers with humorous little phrases: 
“What it says on the outside = what there is on the inside!” and “Look into my eyes”... In brief, a well-
oiled communications strategy that has led Michel and Augustin to dub themselves “the troublemakers 
of taste”.  
 
 It was following a career in business banking in New York for Michel and in new technologies 
for Augustin, that the two childhood friends came back together (though they had never entirely lost 
touch) to write a Guide to Bakeries in Paris, in 2003. While they were writing the book, Augustin 
trained as a baker and a plan to create their own products gradually took shape. After numerous trial 
runs in Augustin’s kitchen, the pair tested out their first shortbread on their local grocer. The product 
was a success and the first step in a whole new adventure!  

Michel and Augustin: a taste for communications! 
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 With Petits cookies from France, Vache à boire, Petits sablés ronds et bons and Petits carrés 
pas tout à fait carrés, Michel and Augustin now produce 50 lines in five product areas (cakes and 
biscuits, drinking yogurts, mixed fruits, snack biscuits, potted yogurts and fresh pastries). 
 
 Sold in almost 6,000 outlets throughout France, Michel and Augustin products are also found 
in over 400 shops abroad, in Belgium, Switzerland and Luxembourg but also in Japan, Russia and the 
United States, where they are sold in their original packaging, written entirely in French. A “French 
touch” that Japanese consumers love and which has also won over the major American retailer Deluca.  
 

Virginie Oks 
 
 
Website: www.micheletaugustin.com 
Blog: www.labananeraie.typepad.com 
 
 
 
 


